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Quantitative electric force microscopysEFMd is usually restricted to flat samples, because vertical
sample topography traditionally makes quantitative interpretation of EFM data difficult. Many
important samples, including self-assembled nanostructures, possess interesting nanoscale electrical
properties in addition to complex topography. Here we present techniques for analysis of EFM
images of such samples, using voltage modulated EFM augmented by three-dimensional
simulations. We demonstrate the effectiveness of these techniques in analyzing EFM images of
self-assembled SiGe nanostructures on insulator, report measured dielectric properties, and discuss
the limitations sample topography places on quantitative measurement.© 2005 American Institute
of Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1898183g

I. INTRODUCTION

The electrostatic forces on a conducting cantilever de-
pend strongly on the nanoscale electrical properties of the
sample beneath it. This electrostatic interaction is used in
electric force microscopysEFMd to quantitatively measure
the local charge, dielectric constant, and work function of
relatively flat samples.1–6 If the sample is not flat, EFM mea-
surements are notoriously difficult to interpret, primarily be-
cause topography strongly influences tip-sample electrostat-
ics. Consequently, attributing EFM signals to either
topographic or electronic origins can be challenging. Be-
cause many interesting nanocircuits and self-assembled
nanostructures possess significant topography, it is important
to develop techniques that can overcome these challenges
and extract information about local dielectric constant,
trapped charge, and work function.

One effective way to distinguish electrical properties
from topographic crosstalk is to exploit time-varying phe-
nomena. Transient responses such as charge decay, blinking,
or moving under the influence of an applied voltage have
been used to quantitatively measure local trapped
charge.2,3,5,7,8 Unfortunately, measurement of static proper-
ties such as local dielectric constant precludes the use of
these approaches. Tip-sample simulations of EFMsRefs.
9–14d have been shown to be helpful in the extraction of
physical quantities from EFM images of essentially flat
samples. However, simulations may in fact be most useful
for samples with three-dimensional nanostructured
topography.

We present techniques that allow the effect of sample
geometry on the interpretation of EFM images to be system-
atically examined and understood. These techniques utilize
voltage-modulated EFMsVMEFMd augmented by three-
dimensional electrostatic simulations. We provide guidelines
to indicate when simulations which take sample topography

into account are necessary to interpret EFM images. We dis-
cuss the effect of sample topography in the context of self-
assembled SiGe nanostructures, and we match experimen-
tally measured EFM data with simulated scanlines to extract
dielectric properties. We show that carefully calibrated can-
tilever force constants are not required for quantitative analy-
sis, because simple electrostatic references are frequently
present in, or can be easily added to, samples of interest.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
APPROACH

In VMEFM a conducting cantilever oscillates at a set
height above the surface of the sample and probes the long-
range electrostatic forces between tip and sample. At any
given point over the sample, the resonance frequency of the
cantilever is shifted an amountDv by the local force gradi-
ent. For small amplitudes of cantilever oscillation, this shift
is given by

Dy = −
vo

2k
F8, s1d

wherek is the cantilever stiffness,vo is its natural resonance
frequency, andF8 is the local tip-sample force gradient.15,16

In general, the measured frequency shift is difficult to simu-
late accurately because the force on the cantilever, and thus
the EFM response, depends on many variables, such as
charge, workfunction, dielectric constant, and geometry.

In VMEFM, the application of a voltageVtip=Vdc

+Vacsinsvtd simplifies data analysis. The ac voltage pro-
duces a frequency shiftDv with Fourier components at dc,
v, and 2v. We focus on the response at 2v,1

Dv2v = −
vo

2k
F2v8 =

vo

2k
SVac

2

4
DS ]2C

]z2 Dcoss2vtd, s2d

because it depends only on the second derivative of the tip-
sample capacitanceC9szd, the applied ac voltageVac, the
cantilever stiffnessk, and the natural resonance frequencyvo.
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Thus,Dv2v is a measure of anything that influences the tip-
sample capacitance, such as the local dielectric constant and
geometry. Although this type of VMEFMs2v-EFMd has re-
ceived relatively little attention,17–20 it is ideal for investigat-
ing the interplay between geometry and local dielectric con-
stant. Because 2v-EFM does not require electrical contact to
the sample surface—only a backgate is required—it is also
particularly useful for samples with electrically isolated or
floating elements, such as nanowires21 or nanotubes22 on
oxide.

As shown in the simulations in Fig. 1, described below,
for nanostructures with significant vertical topography, the
lateral size of a nanostructure can be very important in de-
termining the EFM response. Although the two nanostruc-
tures in Fig. 1 have identical dielectric constants, they pro-
duce radically different EFM responses. For the simulated
scan over the larger nanostructure, an increased force gradi-
ent over its center is present. In contrast, the scan over the
smaller nanostructure is low in the middle and has two sharp
peaks at its edges, which result primarily from the geometry
of the nanostructure. These two circumstances occur rou-
tinely in EFM scans of nanostructured materials with vertical
topography. Without knowledge of how sample geometry in-
fluences measured EFM responses, it can be difficult to
know whether EFM images are a good measure of local di-
electric properties.

To create the scanlines, we solve Laplace’s equation in
three dimensions at several tip-sample separations using
FLEXPDE.23,24 We find the force on the cantilever at several
heights, curve fit the resulting forces with a power law,25 and
differentiate to obtain the force gradient on the tip. In the
simulations the tip has the dimensions of the commercial
cantileverfsMESPd, Veeco Metrology, Santa Barabara, CAg
and consists of a pyramid with front and back edges at 10
deg and 25 deg and side edges at 17 deg from vertical. A
paraboloid is superimposed at the apex of the tip to provide
a tip radius of curvature of 25 nm. A flat plate is added at the
top of the pyramid to simulate the cantilever arm.

Figure 1 implies that there is some lateral length scale
which, when compared to nanostructure size, determines the
scanline shape. The lateral size of the nanostructure is im-
portant because it determines how much the nanostructure
perturbs the electric field beneath the tip. This in turn de-
pends on how the electric field lines are concentrated be-

tween the tip and sample. As shown in Fig. 2sad, because of
the shape of the tip, the majority of the electric field lines
between a cantilever and a flat metal sample are concentrated
directly beneath the tip. In fact, EFM has high resolution
because the forces important for establishing the tip-sample
force gradient are found predominantly at the apex of the tip.
We can quantify the importance of each region of the tip by
calculating the force gradient on larger and larger fractions of
the tip beginning at the apex. We find those responsible for
50% of the full sample-cantilever interaction, depicted as
dashed lines in Fig. 2.12 By following the electric field lines
from the appropriate portions of the tip down the conducting
sample, we find the area of the sample responsible for 50%
of the force gradient. We describe this area of the sample by
its radius, which we call the radius of influence. The size of
r influencedepends largely on the distancez between the tip and
the nearest conducting layer in the sample. Using three-
dimensionals3Dd simulations, we can quantifyr influence for
MESP cantilevers at a heightz stypically .10 nmd above a
flat conducting plate: For techniques that measure local force
gradient r influence=0.8z+4 nm, while r influence=3z−5 nm for
techniques that measure the local force.26 If a dielectric of
thicknessz8 separates the tip and the nearest conducting
plate, the radius of influence can still be estimated by adjust-
ing the tip height to account for the dielectric,z
<z8 /«dielectric. These equations demonstrate explicitly the
fact that measuring force gradient rather than force increases
EFM resolution.9

In the context of the radius of influence, we systemati-
cally investigate the importance of the lateral size of a nano-
structure. Figure 3 plots the force gradient on a tip over
conducting nanostructures of varying radiusrns and a height
of 40 nm. For “small” nanostructuressrns! r influenced, the
presence of the nanostructure beneath the tip actuallyre-
ducesthe force gradient from what it would be without any
nanostructure at allsdashed lined. This is simply because the
tip is farther away from the sample and the dielectric nature
of the nanostructure has little impact. As the radius of the
nanostructure increases, however, the nanostructure begins to
influence many more field lines between the tip and the
backgate. More of the electric field lines end on nanostruc-
ture itself, increasing the bending of the electric field lines
and thus the local force gradient. For an infinitely large

FIG. 1. Simulated EFM scanline of a tip it scans at a set height of 20 nm
over floating nanostructures with the same dielectric constant but different
topographies. The nanostructure on the leftsdiameter 100 nm and height 40
nmd has strong edge peaks and little increase at its center, while the larger
nanostructuresdiameter 600 nm and height 40 nmd on the right has small
edge peaks and a large increase at its center.

FIG. 2. Calculated electric field lines for:sad full tip 50 nm from a conduct-
ing plate, andsbd apex of the same tip, showing the field linessdashedd
contributing 50% of the total force gradient.
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“nanostructure,” the force gradient approaches a constant
value because the sample is locally flat. We can define three
regimes for nanostructures of this height:s1d rns! r influence,
s2d r influence, rns, and s3d rns@ r influence. For r influence, rns

simulations which take into account nanostructure geometry
are pivotal to data interpretation because the lateral size of
the nanostructure directly affects the magnitude of the EFM
response. For example, recent measurement of the local di-
electric constant PAn.HCSA/PEO nanofibers by scanning ca-
pacitance microscopy showed that quantitative agreement
between simulations and experiment could not be reached by
modeling the sample as a flat plane. They subsequently con-
clude that the exact geometry of the nanofiber would need to
be taken into account to quantitatively explain
measurements.21 Using the parameters for this experiment in
our equations, we predictr influence,80 nm; given thatrns

,80–150 nm one would expect that nanostructure geometry
would indeed need to be taken into account for quantitative
measurements. We note that forrns! r influence and small
nanostructure height, the sample is essentially flat and con-
ventional simulations which do not account for sample ge-
ometry are often sufficient. Similarly, forrns@ r influencesimu-
lations which account for nanostructure geometry are less
critical.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

We now turn to experimental EFM images in order to
demonstrate quantitative data interpretation of a nanostruc-
tured sample with significant vertical topography. The
sample consists of self-assembled SiGe nanostructures on
silicon-on-insulator. Sample morphology and growth specif-
ics are described in detail elsewhere.20 Briefly, a thin layer of
silicon s10 nmd sitting on oxide is laterally patterned into
10 mm310 mm mesas; Ge is then deposited at 700 °C. The
germanium diffuses to the edge of the mesa, where it forms

SiGe domes. As the SiGe domes form, they incorporate the
surrounding ultra-thin silicon layer, electrically isolating
themselves from their surroundings.20

Figures 4sad and 4sbd show tapping mode atomic force
microscopysAFMd and 2v-EFM images of the edge of such
a mesa. Because of the complex sample topography, our
EFM images are acquired in “lift-mode” on a Digital Instru-
ments Nanoscope IIIa with an Extender Electronics Module.
In this mode the cantilever makes one pass in tapping mode
to acquire sample topography and then retraces the same
scanline, using the acquired topographic data to hover over
the sample at some set tip-sample separation. In the EFM
measurements, the tip is electrically connected to a silicon
handle wafersbackgated underneath the nanostructures on
oxide, similar to the situation shown in Fig. 3sinsetd. The tip
traces the topography at a height of 20 nm, with an ac volt-
age of 2 V peak-to-peak and a frequency of 300 Hz applied.
The measured frequency shift is fed into a lock-in amplifier
and the response at 600 Hz is extracted. Because the tip-
sample separation is 20 nm and the oxide is 200 nm thick,
r influence is a maximum of,60 nmsRef. 27d over the domes.
The radius of the nanostructures is,125 nm, sor influence

, rns and we would expect that 3D simulations that account
for nanostructure geometry are necessary to extract dielectric
information.

Before interpreting the more complicated EFM response
over the SiGe nanostructures, we verify that simulations and
experiments match well for simple geometries. Although
simulated force gradients can be equated with measured fre-
quency shifts using Eq.s2d sboth give values in the tens of
hertzd, the accuracy of this prediction is limited by knowl-
edge of cantilever spring constant. Instead, we choose two
relatively simple electrostatic situations—the tip over a flat
metal plate and the tip over an oxide—and compare the pre-
dictedratio of these two electrostatic situations to the corre-
sponding experimentally measured ratio. We use the ratio of
the expected values forsid a tip 20 nm from an insulator and
sii d a tip 20 nm from a conducting plate, similar to the ex-
perimental situations to the far left and right in Fig. 4sad. As

FIG. 3. Force gradient on stationary cantilever 20 nm above the center of a
floating nanostructure with varying radius. For small nanostructure radii, the
force gradient approaches the value of a tip 60 nm from the oxide; for large
radii, the force gradient approaches that of a tip 20 nm from a flat conduct-
ing plate.

FIG. 4. Tapping mode atomic force microscopysad and 2v-electric force
microscopy withVtip=2 V peak to peak at a frequency of 300 Hz and
tip-sample separation 20 nmsbd of SiGe nanostructures at the edge of a
mesa.scd Normalized simulated scanline offset from normalized experimen-
tal scanline. The insetsnot to scaled shows the predicted dielectric constants
of the SiGe nanostructures.
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we have shown previously, the thin layer of silicon on the
mesa in situationsii d has large enough conductivity that we
may treat it as a conducting plane.20 Off the mesafsituation
sidg the silicon has been removed, exposing the silicon diox-
ide underneath. The predicted ratio of 2.5:1 for these two
situations matches well with the experimentally measured
ratio of 2.4:1, with no adjustable parameters.

In contrast to the response over the flat areas of the
sample, the EFM response over the SiGe domes is quite
complex. Figure 4scd shows the predictedsbottomd and ex-
perimental stopd scanlines. For ease of comparison, both
scanlines have been normalized with respect to the response
on the mesa. For the experimental scanline, the SiGe domes
are labeled 1–4, and the edge peaks between them are high-
lighted by arrows. The EFM responses over the domes one
and two are relatively lowssimilar to the response off the
mesad, while the response over the fourth domes is higher,
similar to the response on the mesa. Because of the complex
geometry of the SiGe nanostructures, this difference in re-
sponse could result froms1d scanning over an edge,s2d the
shape of the domes themselves, ors3d a variation in the local
dielectric constant. It is the role of three dimensional simu-
lations to differentiate between these possibilities.

We can account for possibilitiess1d ands2d by inputting
the exact geometry of the domes obtained from the tapping
mode AFM scans into the electrostatic simulations. We limit
the possible dome dielectric constants to 3.9sSiO2d, 12–16
sSi to Ged, and infinitysa good conductor, approximated here
as 106d. From the AFM image, the silicon layer ends beneath
the fourth dome from the edge. By holding simulation geom-
etry constant and changing only the dome dielectric constant
we produce several possible scanlines. We show here the
only simulated scanline which best matches our experimen-
tally measured scanline. The simulated scanline has a low
response over domes one and two and a high response over
dome four. Note also that the simulated scanline has edge
peaks of appropriate magnitude in between each of the
domes. This scanline predicts that the three edge domes have
a dielectric constant of 12sgrayd, while the fourth dome
sblackd has a dielectric constant of infinitys106d.

We would generally expect all of the SiGe nanostruc-
tures to have dielectric constants of the same magnitude, and
thus the extracted result for dome four is somewhat surpris-
ing. To understand this result, recall that the silicon plate
behaves as a conductor in these EFM experiments because it
contains mobile charge. The innermost SiGe nanostructure is
electrically connected to the silicon plate and therefore
charge can flow freely from the plate into the nanostructure.
As a result, the nanostructure can locally screen the tip from
the backgate. The other three nanostructures are electrically
isolated from the plate, and thus cannot draw free charge
from it. They have a dielectric constant of order 12 because
they possess insufficient free charge to screen the tip from
the backgate.

We note that even with careful accounting for nanostruc-
ture geometry, the simulated and experimental scanlines do
not perfectly match. In particular, the slope of the frequency
shift over the third dome from the edge does not match ex-
actly. This is probably because the silicon plate does not end

at the exact lateral position we have assumed in our
simulations—unfortunately this is one aspect of the sample
topography we cannot measure precisely with tapping mode
AFM. Although the simulations we report here enable sig-
nificantly improved interpretation of the EFM images of the
SiGe nanostructures on silicon-on-insulator, we are not able
to distinguish between«=12 sSid and 16sGed; however, we
can easily distinguish between«=3.9 sSiO2d and 12sor 16d
even in the presence of very large topography.

As we have shown, sample topography plays an impor-
tant role determining the EFM response for nanostructured
samples. We introduce the concept of the radius of influence
and show that when sample features are on the order of
r influence, electrostatic simulations which accurately account
for sample topography are needed to extract dielectric prop-
erties. As an example, we discuss the role that geometry
plays in EFM measurements SiGe nanostructures on silicon-
on-insulator, and extract nanostructure dielectric properties.
We show that use of simple electrostatic references can
eliminate the need for carefully calibrated cantilever spring
constants. Although we focus exclusively on 2v-EFM,
analogous results should hold for other scanning probe mi-
croscopiesssuch as scanning conductance microscopyd in
which geometry influences the measured response.
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